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{E- ]E .. } (El ... En IE>= ~<E .. E(31 H (a:~)l < ... (E .. E(3) ... IE»-~ <E .. IU (a)!( ... (E .. ) ... ( E»; 
a. a.(3 a. 

{E- ~ E .. - T (y)} ( ..• (Ey)· .. IE>= ~ <E .. E(31 H (aji)(( ... (E .. E(3 Ey)· .. j E» 
a.+y a.~+Y 

+ ~ (E .. IH(ya)-U(a)j( ... (Ea.Ey)· .. tE»; 
(l) a.+y 

{E-Ey- ~ T(t1)- ~ H (a:~)} (Ey,E) I= (Eyl ~ H (ay)- U (y) I E). 
a.+y a.a+Y a.+y 

System (l) jointly with the equations 

{E- ]T(a)- ~H(a~)}IE>=O, {Ea...,...T(a:)-U(a)}!Ea.>=O 
a. a.a 

determines the single-particle potential U on the surface of constant energy ( E - ~Ea.= 0) and is equiva-
a. 

lent to the model transformation IE>= Mn 1 E1 ••• En>· The last assertion becomes obvious, if we intro-
duce the sequence of model operators 

( •.. (Ea.)· .. I E)= M1 (a)( Ev.>; 
( ... (Ea. £(3) ... I E)= M2 (a~)l Ea. E(3>; 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
<Ev. IE>= Mn-l ( ... a-1, a+ 1, ... )1 E1, .. Ea.-l Ea.+1 .. . En>; 

IE>= Mn t £1 ... En> 

and find the operator equations for Mp. 
Consideration of stationary transitions on a constant energy surface corresponds in this case to exami

nation o£ such single-particle states which satisfy the requirement at (cpl' ••• cpn I 'Y) = 0, that is an ana
logue o£ the usual condition of normalization o£ a1 ('Y I 'F)= 0. 

1 R. I. Eden and N. C. Francis, Phys. Rev. 97, 1366 
(1955). 

2N. N. Bogoliubov, Lectures on Quantum Statistics, • 
Kiev, 1949. 
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AS IS KNOWN, there are two types o£ slow 
processes: 

{a) lepton: 

n __, e +v + p, !.1.-+ e + v + v, !.1. + p ..... n + v, n __, !.1. + v, 

K-+ !.1. + v, K-+ !.1. + v + n, K -+ e + v + n, 
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(b) non-lepton: 

K-+ 2n, K-+ 3n:, A (1:)-+ N + n, 8-+ A+ n. 

The constants of the interactions responsible for 
these processes in units of 1i = p. = c = l (where p. 
is the IT-meson mass) are of the same order of mag
nitude as G2 = 10- 14 -10- 12• This suggests that the 
same mechanism (for example, the universal Fermi 
interaction 1) may lie at the basis of all* these 
processes. This idea is supported by the fact that 

*Non-conservation of parity in the decay of hyperons, 
although it has not yet been proved experimentally, 
almost inescapably follows from the established parity 
non-conservation in the decay of K-mesons. 
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parity is not eonserved in all these processes. 2 In 
the case of lepton processes (a) the non-conserva
tion of parity can be interpreted as following from 
the concept of the longitudinal neutrino. 3 It is 
tempting to speculate that this property of the neutrino 
could also explain the non-conservation of parity in 
the other slow processes (b) in which no neutrino is 
emitted. Inasmuch as processes (a) and (b) have 
comparable probabilities, it would be natural to as
sume that they are all second order processes as 
regards neutrino interactions. In this case first or
der processes will be interactions with the partici
pation of a neutrino and an X baryon with a mass 
greater than the hyperons mass. The coefficient rf 
of such a first order interaction must be of the order 
of 10"'6 -10- 7 in 1i =fl. = c = 1 units (r( =G). The 
lifetime of tho~ X baryon for decay into two leptons 
and a baryon must then be of the order of 10- 17 sec 
and the cross section for its formation in collisions 
(for example, of fast electrons with nucleons) must 
he approximately 10· 34 cm2 • 

Obviously, one can image other schemes describ
ing universal non-conservation of parity in slow 
processes. 

The close connection between processes (a) and 
(h), on the one hand, and the signal lack of success 
of attempts to extend the concepts of isotopic spin 
T and strangeness S to leptons, on the other, make 
it very desirable to evaluate the'applicability of 
these concepts to slow processes of type (b) as 
well. We have in mind here the selection rules 
I~T I = ~ and I~S I = 1 for slow non-lepton proc
esses which have been examined by a number of 
authors. 4 Actually all the well-studied processes 
of type (b) are characterized by I~ S I = l. However, 
in any of these processes (except decay of :B:-hy
perons) there occurs disintegration of particles with 
S = 1 into particles with S = 0 and it is difficult to 
see how the change in strangeness could differ from 
l. We note, incidentally, that for the K~ and K~ mes
ons introduced by Gell-Mann and Pais 5 the concept 
of strangeness is not unambiguous. Thus, the only 
argument remaining in favor of the I ~S I = 1 rule is 
that based on the factthat the :8:-hyperon, the strange
ness of which in the scheme of Gell-Mann equals 
- 2, does not decay into n + rr- hut rather into A0 + rr· 
(Ref. 6). However, from the experimental viewpoint 
the 8-hyperon is determined precisely as a particle 
decaying into A0 + rr·. In view of the fact that there 
have been very few observations of 8-hyperons the 
3- ~ n + rr· decay could simply have escaped identi
fication so far. 

In view of what has been said above it may be of 
interest to examine some of the consequences fol
lowing from the assumption that slow processes with 
I~S I = land I~S I> 1 can have comparable proba
bilities. 

l. If there exist K-fragments - nuclear fragments 
containing a K-meson - then for them in accord with 
the I~S I= 1 selection rule only so-called mesonic 
and nonmesonic decays are possible. 7 However, 
under the assumption that processes with I~S I = 2 
have a probability comparable to that for other slow 
processes, the decay of K-fragments with the emis
sion of a hyperon becomes possible. In this case 

one could also except to observe a "cascade frag
ment" effect, when the K-fragment in decaying emits 
an ordinary A-fragment. The observation of even one 
case of emission of a hyperon from a nuclear frag
ment or one case of "fragment cascade" would inval
idate the I~ S I = 1 rule. 

2. Let us consider the Gell-Mann-Pais-Piccioni 
effect. 5 •8 The equations describing K0 and K0 -mes
ons in vacuum have the form 

-- iaojJ (K0 ) I at= m0 ojJ (K0 ) + HojJ (K0 ), 

--- i aojJ (K0) I at = m0 ojJ (K 0 ) + HojJ (K0), 

where t/J (K0 ) and t/J ([}.0 ) are wave functions, m1 is the 
mass of the K0 and ~0-particles, and H is the matrix 
element of the K0 ~ KD transition. The masses of the 
symmetric combination K~ and antisymmetric combi
nation K~ are, respectively, m0 + H and m0 -H. I! is 
usually assumed5 •9 that the transformation KD -> KD 
is due to processes of the 

I AS I =1 I AS I =1 -KO ___ __., 'lt + 7t ___ __., KO 

type i.e., two successive transitions in each of 
which I~S I = l. This leads to the mass difference 
~m = 2H between K~ and K~ being"-' G2m"" !0-11 me· 
In this case the time of the transition K0 ~ K0 is 
equal to T = 2rr1i/ ~m"' 10-10 sec and is comparable 
with the lifetimes of K~ and K~-mesons ( 1:1 "-' 10-10 

sec and -.2 2: 3x 10-9 sec). 10 ~ 
If it be assumed that the K0 _, K0 transition can be 

due to interaction with I~ S I = 2, for example, that 
it can pr·oceed according to the scheme. 

K I AS I =o 'h l I AS I =2 
0 --__.. antl yperon + nuc eon __ __., hyperon 

• IASI=O-
+ antmucleon ----->K0, then the matrix element 
H will he proportional to G and not to G2 • In this 
case the mass difference ~m' between the K~- and 
K~-mesons proves to he "-' Gm"' 10- 5 me. Accord-

ingly, th<O transformation K0 ~ K0 in vacuum will 
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occur with a characteristic transition time T' 
= 2171i/ /).m' = 10-16 sec, a time that is appreciably 
shorter than the lifetime of K~ and K~-mesons. 

The distance R from the K0 particle source, at 
which the numbers of K0 and f<.o particles become 
comparable, will no longer be of the order of centi
meters, but of the order of 10- 6 em. The smallness 
of the distance R may lead to apparent violations 
of conservation of strangeness in processes result
ing in the formation of strange particles. The forma
tion of K- -mesons at energies below the threshold 
for the formation of K,.:-meson pairs (K0 ~ K0 transi
tions in vacuum and K0 - K- transitions in matter) 
have been discussed by Lande et~al. 10 who as• 
sumed that the time of the K0 ~ K0 transition is 
close to 1:"1 • Accurate measurements of the mecha
nism of formation of K- -mesons in thin targets as a 
result of nuclear collisions of nucleons or 77-mesons 
having energies below the threshold for K-meson 
pair formatio~n could resolve the question of the time 
of the K0~ K0 transition. This however presents 
certain difficulties connected with the fact that the 
nuclear range even in dense material is not only 
» cT' but even> cT. 
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A CASE OF AN UNUSUAL decay of a hypernu~ 
deus has been observed in an emulsion cham

ber (Type "R" NIKFI film) exposed to cosmic radia· 
tion in the stratosphere. 

The hypernucleus was emitted from a type 10+0n 
star and, after traveling a distance of 2930 p., dis
integrated in flight into three charged particles 
which were stopped in the emulsion chamber. A 
microphotograph of this event is reproduced in Fig. 
l; the decay products are listed in the table below. 

The masses of the decay products were deter
mined by the grain density-range method (with ref
erence to 77-mesons). The charge and residual 
range of the hypernucleus in the emulsion, as de
termined from the 8-ele ctron density along the re
sidual path, proved to be 2e and 600 ± 100 p., re
spectively. 

Inasmuch as the mass of particle (2) proved to 
be 850 ± 300 me, it was natural to assume that this 
particle is K-meson. On the other hand, inasmuch 
as the charge of the hypernucleus, which was de
termined with great accuracy, equals 2e, it could 
be assumed that the K-meson is negative (the ab
sence of decay products for the K-meson also 
points to its charge being negative). 

The non-coplanarity of the decay products of the 
hypernucleus indicates the emission of at least one 
neutron, the energy of which was determined from 
the momentum vector diagram. Thus it may be as
sumed that the decay of the hypernucleus occurs 
according to the scheme 

(He~)*-> H~ + K- +n +He: +003 ± 5) Mev, 


